
OUTLINE Submitted 1/20/23 
 
EVENT TITLE: Stand (or sit) and deliver: Inviting Audiences into Poetry through Performance 
 
EVENT Description: Creative writers use bodies and voices--pitch, volume, pacing—to shape 
tone. Writers may not all be actors, but if we can diversify and expand audiences through 
performance, why not call for more rehearsals? Panelists raise the curtain on backstage 
preparations to show how bodies' gestures, sounds, sizes and movements can deepen the 
audience's connection to an imaginative world.  Working within constraints, panelists model the 
small and larger techniques to gift an embodied lyric experience. 
 
EVENT CATEGORY: Artistic & Professional Development 
These events provide advice on how one should manage one’s talents, life, and career for greater 
artistic or professional success. Topics may include managing the writer’s life; employment or 
promotion, either within or outside academia; post-MFA/PhD opportunities; community 
outreach; managing writing groups; writing residency opportunities; time management; familial 
or parental concerns; literacy; job interview skills; development of resumes or CVs; internships; 
and jobs in professional writing, criticism, editing, publishing, arts administration, and academia. 
Ex. A Job of One’s Own: How to Create a Professional Life that Works for You; Surviving Your 
Debut Year: Staying Sane and Savvy Before and After Publication 
 
OPENING MODERATOR REMARKS 
• For those needing or wishing to follow along to a written text, please let the moderator of the 
panel, (Melisa [Misha] Cahnmann-Taylor, cahnmann@gmail.com), know, and a printed copy 
will be delivered to you. • Please make sure that spaces marked for wheelchairs remain clear of 
chairs or other barriers. • Treat service animals as working animals and do not attempt to distract 
or pet them. • Be aware of those with chemical sensitivities and refrain from wearing scented 
products. • Please be aware that your fellow attendees may have invisible disabilities. Do not 
question anyone’s use of an accommodation while at the conference, including for chairs 
reserved for those with disabilities.  
 
Misha expresses gratitude to panel and audience and AWP, and introduce and identify all 
speakers in the order in which they are sitting, distribute materials. 
 
 
Moderator: 
Melisa Cahnmann-Taylor, author of Imperfect Tense (poems), four education books, and 
numerous articles and essays, was awarded 2015–2021 NEA Big Read grants, a Fulbright (2014) 
and artist residency (2017) in Mexico. She is professor of language and literacy education at the 
University of Georgia. www.melisacahnmanntaylor.com 
 
M. Nourbese Philip is a poet who, due to health considerations, cannot join us. We hope Jericho 
Brown will make a surprise visit! 
 
Ilya Kaminsky was born in Odessa, Ukraine, and currently lives in Atlanta, Georgia. 
 



Alicia Jo Rabins is a poet, composer, performer, filmmaker, and Torah teacher. She is the author 
of two books of poetry and a book of essays; the creator of the film A Kaddish for Bernie 
Madoff; and the creator / performer of Girls in Trouble, a feminist indie-folk song cycle about 
Biblical women. 
Joshua Nguyen is the author of Come Clean (University of Wisconsin Press), winner of the 2021 
Felix Pollak Prize in Poetry, winner of the 2021 Writers' League of Texas Discovery Poetry 
Award, and winner of the 2022 Mississippi Institute of Arts & Letters Poetry Award. 
 
Each panelist will address best professional practices they follow for delivering a reading 
including strategies for rehearsal, navigating challenges, preparing the body, and engaging 
diverse audiences. 
 
Melisa Cahnmann-Taylor, www.melisacahnmanntaylor.com 

1) Why are audiences so small or distracted at poetry readings? Some curious points of 
observation and lessons: 

a. from time spent in theatres ensembles 
b. Green Mill and other poetry slam venues 
c. regular ole literary readings 

2) Professional and pedagogical implications for performing the poem 
a. where and how to learn performance techniques 
b. why performance techniques are important. 

3) One poem read and performed from Imperfect Tense (2016, Whitepoint Press). 
4) If she’s lucky, her pal from Georgia, Jericho Brown, will visit and show us how it’s done! 

 
Alicia Jo Rabins: 

1) Best practices 
-Respect the time limit! Bring a timer onstage unless you know exactly what you are 
going to read and have timed beforehand 
-On the other hand, don't cut yourself short if you know you might tend to do that 
-Mic technique! 
 

 2) Stage fright and nervousness: strategies for dealing with it. 
-Accepting/breathing into the fear  
-Feeling the fear and doing it anyway 
-Ignoring the fear! 
-Channeling the fear into your performance, using it as raw emotional energy 

 
3) Physical techniques for presence: 

-Breath 
-Wiggling toes 
-Bending knees 
-Where to put your eyes 

 
4) Practicing: 

-Reading it all in front of a supportive friend 
 



5) Being yourself! 
-High energy, low energy, quiet, loud, fast paced, slow...all are great. Don't feel you have 
to read like anyone else. Do what feels authentic.  

 
 
Joshua Nguyen 
 
1) How to read off-page but still be engaged with the audience 
2) The importance of piece-selection pre-reading 
3) The value of the transitional talk between pieces. 
 
Ilya Kaminsky, will demonstrate what performance is and can be for poetry with a demonstation 
of work from Deaf Republic. 
  



 
 
 


